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Abstract: The modern world demands modern tools. Blockchain technology has 

proven to be a disruptive technology that will shape the future of finance. The 

stock market is a large part of what is being changed thanks to this very technol-

ogy. At Mercury Cash, we are developing the technology and strategies to make 

modifying the sale and transfer of securities in accordance with current laws pos-

sible. The main objective of this document is to explain the process by which we 

will create software based on the Mercury Cash platform and oriented to clients 

who will participate in our Security Token Offering (STO) called MCEX (Miami 

Crypto Exchange).



INTRODUCTION



As regulations on the ever-increasing number of Blockchain Technology com-

panies continue to tighten, enforcement agencies expose and remove the 

tremendous volume of those that are illegal and non-compliant.  However, Mercu-

ry Cash continues to press forward with the development of systems and corre-

sponding regulatory documentation in absolute alignment with current regulatory 

and legal changes.

 

MCEX is a legal, fully compliant crypto gateway between the US and the 

world, with a focus on Latin America and the Caribbean.  Thus, we are a leader in 

the Market with sustainable plans and cutting edge technologies for the future of 

the industry.

 

MCEX leads a Market area that is growing exponentially in the Stock Market 

2.0, which translates to of an average daily trading volume of $212 Billion into 

another Blockchain Technology based FinTech.

 

This started with the Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)- a practice that, in its very 

first year, helped companies raise approximately $5.6 Billion.  At that time, the 

laws could not keep up with the immense growth this industry was experiencing.  

Now, enforcement agencies are regulating these sectors and companies are 

legally converting them into Security Token Offerings (STOs) such as Mercury 

Cash and the MCEX Tokens.  This is the latest industry standard.



UNIT I:
BLOCKCHAIN AND

STOCK MARKET 2.0



Initial Coin Offering (ICO) started in 2013, as a controversial means of crowd-

funding that was centered around cryptocurrency, which was (and is still) com-

monly used as a source of capital for startup companies. In an ICO, a quantity of 

the crowdfunded cryptocurrency is preallocated to investors in the form of 

"Tokens" in exchange for legal tender or other cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or 

Ethereum.

Currently, the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) is emphasizing the 

use of ICOs as a means of crowdfunding. The logic is simple  —  if crowdfunding 

is regulated, then ICOs can be regulated. Due to this premise, the ICO has 

become a Security Token Offering (STO) with regards to the sale of tokens that 

represent company equity.

The STOs seek to provide the basis for stock market 2.0- a system that allows 

functionalities and benefits that a traditional stock market cannot provide by 

eliminating third parties.  Such as:

Tracking security holders of a specific security

Profit and loss distributions and allocations for security holders in 

public companies

Easiest transfer of securities worldwide

Easiest liquidation of securities worldwide

Each Blockchain works with different protocols, therefore, it is the consider-

ation of Mercury Cash's Management and Advisors that Tokens representing our 

Units of Ownership Interest are issued in the Ethereum Blockchain.  This includes 

protocols designed by our teams to guarantee the transfer of securities, and is 

fully compliant with anti-money laundering regulations and the Security and 

Exchange commission rules.



UNIT II:
INVESTOR SHARES BUY

AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM



We have created our own technology for the management of the MCEX for 

both Members and the Company itself.  This technology integrates the benefits of 

the Security Tokens with SEC compliance and regulations held for the offerings 

used to distribute the MCEX.

Objectives of the System

Registration of Investors: The registration process will take KYC and 

AML procedures for investors, plus security questions for the inves-

tors, to determine whether or not they qualify to invest (according to 

the offering or offering exemptions).

API for Token Distribution: Once approved, the qualifier will have the 

ability to invest using the approved means for investing in each offer-

ing.  Depending on the case, an example will appear showing the 

information needed to make the investment by the user.

Creation of Wallets for Investors: The system will create ETH 

addresses to deploy tokens for each investor.  These tokens will not 

be able to transfer in or out of the MCEX Token Investor Site unless it 

complies with federal or state laws.

Voting System for Investors and Admins: This module will allow the 

administrator to create voting requests to be sent to each investor.  

The administrator can add the entire text of the minutes that needs 

to be approved or rejected. The investor will then receive a notifica-

tion via email with the link to vote.

Smart Contract for MCEX: The Smart Contract will create and distrib-

ute tokens to the main wallet.  Next, our API will transfer the tokens 

to the designated investors once the investor is approved and the 

investment received by approved means, based on the offering.

Token Management: Total supply will be adjustable after a superma-

jority voting and approval of the Members .  The system also allows 

setting up the investor tokens —  they can trade or transfer as 

desired, as allowed under federal or state laws and regulations.



High Level Requirements

We have independently designed and created the STO infrastructure from the 

ground up, deploying a server to manage the API project, and a separate super-

server to implement the STO Landing Page as a Virtual Host.

Ropsten Network was deployed as the testing environment.

Ethers Library was implemented to manage the Smart Contract from the API.

Each Smart Contract, which creates and distributes tokens, undergoes rigor-

ous testing in order to detect potential failures.  The testing tools we will use are:

Slither 

Echidna 

Manticore - https://github.com/trailofbits/manticore  

OpenZepellin - https://openzeppelin.org 

Information about technologies used

We have used 2 factors in this process:

Web Application: This application was developed in a Framework 

called Laravel partnering with VueJS, Bootstrap 4 and other front end 

technologies to ensure a smooth, seamless design. In the core of the 

Laravel is built-in PHP which works with a Database where all data is 

stored.

API: For the brain of our platform, we have used Node JS combined 

with Solidity using Open Zeppelin. This technology allows us to use 

secure Smart Contracts that are audited by professionals in this 

sector.  These technologies were used in famous ICOS like OmiseGO, 

Polymath and others.



Procedure of the Token Distribution

1. Registration

User will enter our sign up process where KYC and other procedures will verify 

eligibility of prospective investor according to the offering.

2. Approved Investor

User is verified and approved by the Compliance Department and can now 

invest.

3. Start a new investment

The user will have the opportunity to buy Units of Ownership Interest that will 

be represented in ERC20 Tokens. Once the transaction is received, a Financial and 

Compliance officer will verify the transaction.

4. Approved Investment

Once the transaction is approved, the development of the investor tools 

comes into play, including the Smart Contract.  The programming work would last 

up to 2 weeks.  At that moment, the tokens will be released to the investor´s 

account. Each user will be able to see our cap table, the authorized tokens or 

amount of tokens he or she has, the price of each token, and also (once it’s 

approved by an officer in compliance with SEC rules or/and the the Securities Act 

of 1933 as amended) he will be able to sell the tokens to any other person who 

has an ETH address.
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